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ABSTRACT 
 

The following thesis was conducted for Ninja Stars startup company, 
based in Madrid, Spain. Ninja mails offers an all new professional online 
service, which allows finding the email address of any person from any 
company by only knowing the name of the desired recipient and the re-
cipient’s company.   
In the thesis the author examined the digital marketing concepts in terms 
of startup development and the improvement of the external company’s 
image for a particular target group of recent university graduates. The 
writer tried to find the effective digital marketing techniques and practic-
es to increase the number of users of the commissioning company by 
studying related theory and conducting research by a survey and inter-
view. The outcomes of the work represented are found the recommenda-
tions part of the thesis.   
In the research process the author of the thesis explored different digital 
marketing techniques which would have potential to develop and adopt in 
business operations of the case company. Social media and online con-
sumer engagement, strategic partnership, affiliate marketing and search 
engine optimization are the main parts of the theory of the thesis. To-
wards the end of the paper, the writer has incorporated the survey for the 
recent graduates and an interview with the founders of Ninja Stars com-
pany to have a complete picture of the perception about case company’s 
service and be able to formulate the most effective digital marketing 
campaign.   
As a result, the following recommendations were formulated for the case 
company:  
• Development of marketing channels via affiliate marketing and strategic 

partnership. 
• Adopting new practices and methods in the company’s business opera-

tions such as e-mail marketing and social media consumer engagement.   
• Conducting search engine optimization and Google AdWords cam-

paign.  
• Special strategy for the recent university graduates.  
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1   INTRODUCTION 
   

As a case company for this bachelor thesis, its author has chosen Ninja 
Stars S.I. startup company, which was established in Madrid, Spain in 
February 2015 by three professionals with business, technology and law 
backgrounds. Ninjamails is a professional online service, which allows 
its users to get in contact with any person of any organization, only by 
knowing the name of the desired recipient and the recipient’s company, 
without knowing any additional contact information. The system of the 
service automatically finds the e-mail data, and contacts a client with the 
recipient’s professional e-mail box. The author of this paper found the 
idea of the company interesting and since the author is currently doing 
her internship at Ninjamails in the marketing team, it is much easy be 
able to understand the key concepts of the digital marketing from within 
in the case of this company.  As it was previously mentioned, Ninja Stars 
S.I, is a startup company, so they still do not have an established market-
ing strategy and that is why the main purpose of the thesis is to develop a 
digital marketing strategy for the company to attract more users. Current-
ly the company operates only in Spain, but its plan for the nearest future 
is to expand Ninjamails business in other Spanish-speaking and English-
speaking countries, starting with Chile. 
 

The team of NinjaMails consists of people from different countries, what 
makes the spirit inside the company truly international and creative. 
There are workers and interns from Spain, the US, Russia, Italy, China, 
Germany and France in the company. Each of them belongs to a particu-
lar team depending on their education and experience. Ninjamails has 
big ambitions towards international success, that is why it was crucial to 
internationalize the company from inside by non-Spanish members as 
team members. Ninjamails is a young company, so there was a great va-
riety of topics to choose for the thesis, but at this stage of business de-
velopment digital marketing plays one of the most important roles to 
make the service of startup visible for potential customers. 

The research question of the thesis is: “What are the ways to increase the 
number of Ninjamails users among recent graduates by using digital 
marketing tools?” Recent university graduates, who are going to look for 
their first working experience, are potential target group of the Ninja 
mails service, that is why it was decided to focus on them during the re-
search of the thesis.  
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The research objectives for the thesis are, firstly, to study digital market-
ing theory to find out the best methods and techiques to create a unique 
and beneficial digital marketing strategy to increase the number of Ninja 
Stars S.I. users among recent university graduates, secondly, to analyze 
current situation of the company by carrying out a precise analysis of its 
internal and external current situation, thirdly, to evaluate the main prob-
lems and challenges of the company towards its objectives, utilizing the 
information of the past and present experinces of the company and its 
overal data, collected by interview with the CEO of the company and 
survey for recent university gradutes. The last objective of this paper is 
sharing valuable recommendations for Ninjamails and answering the re-
search question in details. 
 
The methods the thesis writer uses are interview and survey, which allow 
to collect enough data to make the recommendation for the company´s 
development.  

 
 

 
  

2 THEORY 

The theoretical part, which follows below, serves as a basis for the practi-
cal part of this paper and provides insights into the main areas of interest 
of the case company. Since the research question of the thesis is ”What are 
the ways to increase the number of Ninjamails users among recent gra-
duates by using digital marketing tools?”, the main concepts of Digital 
Marketing theory were eximined by the author of the thesis in this chapter 
of the paper. Ninja Stars is a startup company and the digital marketing 
strategy is in the process of development at the moment, that is why the 
theory part of the paper covers digital marketing subtopics such as E-mail 
marketing, Social Media and Consumer engagement, Online Public Rela-
tions and Reputation Management, Affiliate marketing and Strategic Part-
nership. E-mail marketing and Social media are crucial tools to reach out 
potential customers among young people, since this target group are very 
active Internet users. Online PR and Reputation management allow to 
create an attractive image online and deliver the accurate message to new 
customers. Analyzing all above-mentioned theory is essential to conduct 
the research and recommendations parts of the thesis. 
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2.1 Implementation and effectiveness of e-mail marketing 

  E-mail marketing is known to be one of the most effective digital mar-
keting approaches. It makes the process of communication with the cus-
tomers on a personal level much easier by means of universal Internet 
space. It is very important to create an effective e-mail marketing strate-
gy to avoid the loss of credibility of their customers by production of 
spam letters which are most likely to never be opened by receivers due to 
association of irrelevant or unsolicited messages. It is possible to avoid 
this by creating interesting content and making your offer of value for 
the customer. In general, e-mail marketing is quite simple and savvy to 
implement to maintain consumer engagement, increase the credibility to 
the business and to improve the brand, but at the same time the most sig-
nificant difficulty of using this mechanism is creating original and valua-
ble content that would attract customers’ attention. (Dodson, 2016). 

 
 

There are several e-mail marketing tools, which help to create an effec-
tive e-mail marketing strategy. For instance, testing tool can detect if the 
message is going to pass the main spam filters. Tracking tools show the 
statistics of opened or ignored messages. Personalization tools allow to 
modify and categorize the content of a message for various target groups. 
It is mainly about providing users with valuable content, high perfor-
mance and quick feedback systems, using from users´ profile infor-
mation, search, contextual and social data resources. Being attentive to 
the customer´s preferences is essential to create personalized e-mail con-
tent. There are several ways how a marketer can improve the quality of 
the e-mail content, such as asking the right questions, make use of the 
current location and time of company´s potential customers, setting up 
automated behavioral trigger e-mails, matching personalized e-mails and 
landing pages and, finally, personalize the business of the company ac-
cording to the main target group of the customers. (Dodson, 2016) 

   Customer relationship management plays an important role in using e-
mail marketing most efficiently. Customer relationship management 
helps to conduct a precise segmentation of the market, distinguish differ-
ent target groups and connect with your customers in the most profes-
sional manner (according to their tastes and preferences). Furthermore, it 
is important to mention that being familiar with the legal regulations is 
crucial while conducting an e-mail marketing campaign. There are vari-
ous legislation requirements concerning e-mail marketing all over the 
world, so in each particular case the legal actions vary from one region 
of the country to another. For example, there is a specific legislation law 
concerning data protection in each European country, making this a sig-
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nificant issue to look for when starting any e-mail marketing campaign. 
(Jenkins, 2009)   

Also, it is crucial to have a specific plan of action for the e-mail market-
ing campaign. Firstly, there is a need to define the target market and the 
goal of the operation. There are different possible types of goals such as 
generating more sales, increasing popularity of a brand, maintaining the 
relationship with the customers and etc, depending on the overall busi-
ness objectives. Digital CRM system can help to segment the customers 
according to their interests and preferences and personalize the message, 
for example, using customer´s first name, etc. Favorable e-mail design is 
also substantial, since it helps to create a visual impression on company´s 
customers. Those brands that have a unique optical features tend to 
struggle less with creating a unide image of the company in their clients’ 
perception. The frequency of the sent e-mail also should be taken into 
account. (Jenkins, 2009) 

 Although, the overall design of an e-mail is important, the content plays 
a crucial role in provoking people to take action in purchasing the of-
fered goods or services, so it is truly essential to think of the most attrac-
tive copy of the e-mail. There are several recommendations to take into 
account while composing the e-mail content. Firstly, the subject line is 
more important than it may seem from the first sight. The potential cus-
tomer will make a decision to either open and read e-mail or ignore it 
depending solely on the subject line. The general line should clearly 
sketch the content of the message while at the same time be irresistible 
and expressive. That is not so easy to pull off, but the result is worthy of 
the attempt. Secondly, giving the extend information about the service or 
good is necessary in the message by providing value proposition and 
clear headline to the key ideas of the e-mail, since the readers most prob-
ably are not familiar with presented service and they need to be able to 
find all important information such as links to the company´s website, 
etc. Besides, avoiding long paragraphs could be a good idea, because 
they are difficult to write and make them look attractive for the readers. 
Hence, the better choice is to keep the paragraphs short and dynamic in 
order to add energy and life the content of the e-mail, and to make it 
more engaging for the potential customers. In addition, it is important to 
think of the tone of the message. Despite of e-mail being a commercial 
tool, it is vital to keep an informal style in the letter by being personal 
and approachable towards a reader. (Jenkins, 2009) 

 As it was mentioned before, targeting is essential while delivering per-
sonalized message to the specific groups of the people, so by using CRM 
system it becomes possible to build a comprehensive profile of the cus-
tomer base and to track their purchasing behavior. (Jenkins, 2009) 
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Figure 1: Effectiveness of e-mail marketing (Oracle.com/marketingcloud.com, 2016) 

 
 
 

On the figure above, it is clearly visible that e-mail marketing is one of 
the most performing marketing tools, but at the same time the least diffi-
cult in terms of execution. It is much easier to optimize attractive e-mail 
content for the target group of customers once, than, for instance, updat-
ing day-to-day social network feed. E-mail marketing is cost-consuming 
and oriented on quick results. It is still relevant and widely used in vari-
ous companies all over the world.  
 
There are several advantages of this marketing tool such as ability to of-
fer relevant content and encourage people to subscribe by placing link in 
the message. E-mail operations can be easily tracked and it makes it truly 
useful for collecting statistical information. Of course, the effectiveness 
of email marketing directly depends on its appropriate execution. E-mail 
marketing strategies should be up-to-date, relevant, useful and valuable 
in order to catch the attention of potential customers. Also, e-mail mar-
keting could be combined with social media techniques. When the com-
pany’s e-mail lists grow, its social media network grows at the same 
time, so that is why e-mail marketing and social media are great tandem 
for quick growth of online audience. E-mail marketing is particularly 
good for small businesses, which are oriented on targeted categories of 
clients by providing effective, personalized and special service for them. 
(Jones, 2009) 
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  It is important to mention the reasons why using e-mail marketing as a 
part of a company’s digital marketing campaign is advisable. Firstly, it 
helps to stay in touch with customers and gain customer loyalty. The se-
cond reason is that it is measurable. Through e-mail marketing marketers 
can learn a great deal not only about their customers, but also about the 
most and least effective approaches to attract them. The third reason is 
that e-mail marketing allows to capture information such as age, gender, 
interests of the online users, which helps to create more personalized 
content in the future. Next reason is that it is actionable and the results 
could be seen in short term, in contrast to other digital marketing tools, 
where the time of waiting for particular results could be much longer. 
Also, e-mail marketing is really cost-effective and it can be executed 
quite easily. (Jones, 2009) 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Tracking information of E-mail Marketing (bluecastdigital.com, 2016) 
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2.2 Social Media Techniques and Online Consumer Engagement Strategy 

 
    

Social media plays a very important role in digital marketing and it rep-
resents various forms of virtual communication by which users create 
online communities to share information and ideas participating in diffe-
rent forms of social interaction. Nowadays, social media is a big part of 
everyone’s lives all over the world, making it a very helpful tool for 
marketers to get valuable information about people’s preferences, opini-
ons, current trends and other data. This information could be very useful 
in engaging with consumer effectively and having a positive impact of 
social media on the company’s profitability. There are several reasons 
why it is so important for any company to get involved in social media. 
For example, better engagement with customers, getting insights which 
are available only on social media sites, and of course, access to custo-
mers who are already online. Social media helps a company to get to 
know its customers better and recognize the customer’s honest opinion 
about company’s services, brands, industry, competitors and other topics 
of interest. The efficiency of the digital marketing campaign depends on 
how well the company knows about its customer, and social media al-
lows to get to know the customer without being intrusive. Being proacti-
ve as a social media user by raising the company’s online profile will 
improve the reputation and image of the brand. Market research surveys 
and similar tools are very useful in detecting customer’s desires and help 
to conduct the effective digital marketing strategy. There are several im-
portant actions, which marketer needs to add to the overall digital marke-
ting campaign to make it even more effective. Firstly, use blogrolls and 
trackbacks of the search engine software to attract more bloggers to the 
company´s web page. Secondly, install the free blogging software named 
WordPress to create attractive content for company’s blog without addi-
tional costs. Thinking of different content strategies is crucial, because 
mainly it is one of the most significant reasons why the visitors of the 
blog can convert into the customer. Some attractive ideas to create an in-
teresting content of the website are recent company’s news, combinati-
ons of information on services or goods in the separate lists to make the 
reading of the content way easier for the visitors, and creating mic-
roblogging sections on different types of use of the particular service or 
something else, the main objective to make it in the most creative and in-
teresting way for the potential customers. (Zarella, 2010) 
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Recently, the social network Twitter has become very popular among 
people of all ages around the world, which makes Twitter a great choice 
for developing brand awareness of the company’s service through it. Fol-
lowing the concepts of a particular business area on Twitter would be 
useful and informative when trying to get to know the main target group 
of the customers and tracking the tendencies in the businesses of the 
main competitors.  Nowadays, there are plenty of online influencers who 
are willing to attract lots of new potential customers to company’s pro-
duct or service in a gentle and unobtrusive manner. Online influencers 
already have wide and loyal audiences in the form of social media follo-
wers. Therefore, using an online influencer´s services will bring quick 
spread of company’s message, campaign etc. Also, since online influen-
cers usually have a good network they would be of a great help when it 
comes to growing the audience and increasing company’s visibility. On-
line influencers are the masters of creating attractive contect, that is why 
they got so many followers, so cooperation with them will benefit your 
company not only by improving the brand awareness, but also by facili-
tating some new fresh ideas concerning the best way of introducing the 
company’s service. Likewise, collaborating with online influencers can 
add credibility to the brand and open marketer’s eyes on several not yet 
discovered channels for engagement with potential customers. (Zarella, 
2010) 
 
 
There are various tools of social media which a marketer can use to 
reach a diverse audience around the world. Social bookmarking is an on-
line service which enables customer to add, edit and save bookmarks to 
their favourite web resources and classify them using tags. By creating 
fascinating content and providing a simple access for the visitirs to 
bookmark the page a marketer will reach more potential customers and 
get targeted traffic to company’s website. (Scott, 2007) 
 
Also, the tags applied to a page by an audience will make the access to 
the company’s website more approachable and increase the recognized 
relevance for new visitors through particular key words. Social media 
submission sites allow to submit videos, podcasts, audios and other 
things which wide audience could possibly acknowledge. Submissions 
which get numerous votes eventually end up on the website’s main page 
and maintain significant traffic to it. By virtue of social media submissi-
on websites, a marketer can get direct access to people’s preferences and 
honest opinions about the goods/services or content in the specific area 
of the digital campaigns. Besides, it can increase the traffic, online repu-
tation and disclosure of the organizations web. Forums and discussion si-
tes help marketer reveal important information on the interests of com-
pany’s target audience and identify what they dislike about company’s 
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service. This information shall be reviewed and analysed and, after-
wards, certain changes shall be made in accordance with customers’ 
feedback. These websites could become the biggest spots of distribution 
for the company’s digital content. Reviews and rating sites are also quite 
useful to get the insights from the company’s potential audience. After 
getting this information vital business operations can be improved accor-
ding to customers’ desires and tastes. Likewise, it is a great tool to get to 
know main competitors and their business techniques to prepare yourself 
for a smart response by taking appropriate actions in the future. Social 
network sites like Linkedln, Vk, Facebook and so on are the first what 
comes to people’s minds when mentioning the phrase ”social networking 
sites”.  (Berners-Lee, 2000) 

 
All the above-mentioned digital networks, as well as many others, enable 
people to connect with their friends and share important information with 
each other. There are several ways how a marketer can benefit to his bu-
siness by using social networking websites. First of all, social network is 
a perfect place for advertising, because there are usually several options 
for companies to target advertising established on the profile data of 
users. More than that, that is another tool to boost online reputation by 
creating company’s own page. Social media networking websites make it 
easy to monitor customer’s opinions to understand their needs better and 
improve company’s digital content, keeping it valuable and up to date.  
 

                       
 Figure 3: Key Social Media Platforms (virtualprojectconsulting.com, 2016) 
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Also, online pages on social networking sites can attract brand advocates 
who are passionate about a particular industry, product, or service. 
Therefore, by recruiting these brand advocates it is possible to gain more 
visitors and potential customers from the rest of their social network. 
Blogging is another form of reaching a global audience and potentially 
gaining massive exposure. Having a blog can help the company provide 
consumers with more related information on its business and service, an-
swers on frequently asked questions and engage with the online commu-
nity by providing personal information on company’s team and way of 
work to improve general experience of dealing with the company. Pod-
cast is a part of a blogging concept which a marketer can use to get rele-
vant feedback from the online audience and and be able to offer addi-
tional channel to get access to the company’s market. Microblogging is 
quite a new concept in digital marketing and it is also can be of a great 
help to stay up-to-date with marketing news and to get the access to pro-
files of the industry leaders. Also, it allows to understand the influencers, 
support constant communication with the target markets, raise online 
profits and generate web traffic.  (Bird, 2007) 

 

 Figure 4: The Reasons to have a Blog (onlinebusinessbay.com, 2016) 
    

Another potential benefit of being engaged with the customers via digital 
social channels, is using capacity of viral propagation reaching thousands 
of people faster and wider comparing to world-of-mouth marketing. Be-
ing able to reach the wisdom of the crowd lets a company get input from 
online communities and find answers to some of the most challenging 
questions and problems in their business operations. This way, the com-
pany can conduct a detailed research, create more attractive designs and 
make decisions based on real preferences of the customers. There are dif-
ferent social networks on the Internet where to look in order to find 
online influencers, who can then promote a company’s product or ser-
vice. The figure above demonstrates that the most popular social media 
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sites are Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, Linkedln and others. (Ger-
min8.com, 2016) 

Some people compare online influencers to an ecosystem of business. 
These influencers are well-connected and industry-specific professionals, 
who can directly impact the purchase decision makers. Also, influencers 
are able to boost awareness at the top of the sales channels, mostly on 
social media e.g. Facebook, Instagram, twitter etc. It allows companies 
to transfer awareness through trusted and familiar channels, and by vir-
tue of this increase sales and profitability of the business. The final result 
depends on marketing influencer´s professionalism and the message con-
tent. According to Digital marketing literature, there are several types of 
online influencers such as educator, evangelist, motivator and mentor. 
Usually, there is criteria which makes an online influencer a profession-
al. Online influencer should be following, active on social media, have 
an outstanding and interesting account and should have connection with 
the business of the particular company which wants to use this type of 
marketing service. It is important to remember, that the real influence 
process occurs offline during face-to-face conversations between people 
rather than online onforums and blogs.  (Germin8.com, 2016) 

 

                        Figure 5: Online influencers (sujanpatel.com, 2016) 
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2.3 Online Public Relations and Reputation management 

 

Online Public Relations (also known as PR) is an extremely important 
component of an effective digital marketing campaign for many reasons. 
PR is more about creating a long-lasting impression on customers, which 
is more important to maintain long-term relationships with the potential 
users. The main tool to attract both media professionals and customers is 
a company’s website, where all interested parties can get familiar with 
the PR content of the company. The company’s website is one of the 
most controllable channel to publish PR content on. Also, it is crucial to 
understand the target market of the company, online sites and tools 
which they use to be able to engage with its customers effectively and 
build mutual trust and productive two-way relationship. The other way to 
attract new customers is creating online press releases about service de-
velopment, significant announcements of news etc. Of course, it is essen-
tial to create interesting and appealing content to catch the attention of 
the readers. (Forbes.com, 2016) 

The headline and the first paragraph plays an important role in the per-
ception of an entire article. Pointing out the milestones of the article in 
the beginning creates a better structure and consequently makes the arti-
cle easier to read for clients and customers. Keeping the structure of the 
article objective and “to the point” also improves the general look of the 
text. In addition, it is important to remember that company´s press re-
lease should not contain any jargon. On the contrary, a press release 
should be easy to access, including compelling language. After the at-
tractive content is created, it is necessary to distribute it through various 
channels on local, national and international levels. Furthermore, spread-
ing the press release by submitting it on some online distribution services 
such as P.com, Marketwire, Business Wire etc. is highly necessary. 
Likewise, using the services of media websites, journalists and various 
online services like Yandex news, Google news and others is advisable. 
(Brown, 2009) 

Blogger outreach is another way to maintain public relations. Blog-
ospeheand is an easy way to convince famous bloggers to promote a 
company’s brand through their blogs. Since famous bloggers already 
have a large ands loyal audience, the company could benefit a lot by co-
operating with them, generating online profit and advancing reputation 
of the organization. To be able to approach bloggers first of all a market-
er needs to target desired blogs of the industry and get familiar with con-
tent of their blogs. After that, it could be helpful to engage with them by 
comments or retweeting their posts and then start building relationships 
with bloggers online. Additionally, it is essential to be open and trans-
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parent about a company´s purpose and the reason of contacting them. 
Another effective online marketing tool to improve company´s reputa-
tion is writing helpful articles or, in other words, article syndication 
about organization´s services, goods or news for potential customers. 
This tool is quite cost-effective and simple to use, so nowadays it is quite 
popular among marketers all over the world. Of course, to create a con-
tent that would appeal to potential readers, it is better to use the service 
of writing experts, who are able to create effective articles. In general, an 
effective article is specialized, targeted on specific audience, valuable, 
has a consistent style and short. There are plenty of different online pub-
lishers to submit the final versions of the articles and promote them 
among lots of readers around the world. Go Articles, and thousands of 
various other websites to publish articles are easy to find trough the In-
ternet. (Brown, 2009) 

 Creating a company’s blog is another easy way to interact with the cus-
tomers on an individual level online. Also, by establishing a blog, the or-
ganization gets opportunity to publish important updates, news and arti-
cles related to the company’s service and by this provide a customer with 
deeper insight into the company’s culture. Company’s blog should be in-
teresting and entertaining for the customer, so it is important to keep it 
personal, fresh and updated. Encouraging comments and keeping unob-
trusive conversation with the customers are essential to gain their trust. 
Negative comments can take place as well, and answered to accordingly 
and with respect, so the rest of the audience could see that the company 
is very responsive to opinions and ideas of every single client. The blog 
should be very well optimized for search engines to attract more visitors 
and increase its visibility. (Brown, 2009) 
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                            Figure 6: Online Reputation Management (griphonmarketing.com, 2016) 

 

Reputation management is the process to control the opinions of people 
on the Internet in connection to a company’s service, brand, and main 
executives. The first step to gain the insights into the points of view of 
potential customers is to get involved in conversational spaces of clients, 
such as social networks, forums, blogs, etc. Additionally, there are vari-
ous online services which are made to control online conversation and 
buzz, for instance TNS Media Intelligence’s Cymfony, BuzzLogic, Niel-
sen Buzz Metrics and many others. Cost-saving monitoring solutions are 
set up alerts, for example, through Google or Yahoo services, RSS feeds 
or just searching via different websites that need to be monitored. Since 
all tracking devices are set up, it is time to check on a regular basis all of 
the updates of these sites and give quick responses to positive and nega-
tive feedback comments. (Wertime, 2008) 

There is always a possibility to be misunderstood by the customer and 
gain a bad online reputation. So it is crucial to do everything possible to 
prevent negative online publicity. Regular participation and involvement 
on company’s online communities as well as getting in touch with the 
customers through these communities are very important in regards to 
being seen as a trustworthy organization. Responding to negative com-
ments is essential to turn negative perception of the client into a positive 
one. First, repeated negative comments need to be understood and ana-
lyzed in order to be able to provide professional and appropriate re-
sponses. It is necessary to be positively involved in the conversation and 
be able to admit company’s mistakes, if they have been made, looking 
for a win-win resolution. If the core of the problem is misunderstanding, 
the representative of the company needs to clarify the case publicly to 
prevent similar matters in the future. Respectful and professional ap-
proach towards organization’s customers is a key to positive resolution 
of any case. In case if the negative feedback is fabricated by competitors 
and does not have anything in common with the real situation, it is nec-
essary to counter it immediately by contacting the website administrator. 
(Wertime, 2008) 
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       Figure 7: Online Public Relations tactics (frozenpr.wordpress.com, 2016) 

 

 

2.4 Affiliate Marketing and Strategic Partnerships  

 
Affiliate marketing is an online based marketing practice, where the 
business rewards its affiliates for each visit or new customer brought up 
by the affiliate’s marketing efforts. It is an integral part online marketing 
operations and in the past decade it has became the most popular and 
profitable tool of digital marketing. Affiliate marketing offers ready sales 
force operating, which is based only on a commission basis. The main 
affiliates are individuals or bigger organizations which are able to push 
the traffic out to brand sites in return for commissions. It is important to 
be careful while picking up affiliates for the company, to get truly good 
results. It is better to have couple of trustworthy and professional affili-
ates than a bunch of incompetent ones. Also, there are superaffiliates, 
which represent significant enterprises such as Trade-Doubler, Commis-
sion Junction and the rest.  The main reason why affiliate marketing is 
effective is that it promoters a need to pay only for the recent clicks, 
which makes this operation cost-efficient for the company. To maintain a 
successful affiliate marketing campaign, the advertiser should examine 
different affiliate sites. It is possible to find some of these sites on affili-
atetips.com. The next step is to decide to use affiliate service as out-
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sourcing or manage it inside the company, considering the advantages 
and disadvantages of both options. In the case of outsourcing of affiliate 
marketing there is a huge need to control the activities of the outsourced 
company to prevent unnecessary spending. (Brown,2009) 
 
Another option is to join an affiliate program or network in situations 
where the company already owns a website and wants to promote other 
services or goods. Generally, these programs are free, and by joining, the 
company gets access to special URLs which can recognize the sales 
based on the particular organization´s website. Talking about payment 
methods of affiliate programs, is important to mention. There are several 
types of payment methods, such as pay-per-click, pay-per-lead and pay-
per-sale. Each of these payment methods have their unique features and 
particular type should be chosen according to the company´s budget and 
inner system operations. Finally, the main advantage of affiliate market-
ing is the ability to replace a single website of the company with differ-
ent websites all over the world, crucially increasing the disclosure and 
future success in sales of services or goods of the organization, at a little 
cost or free out of charge. There are several affiliate networks to men-
tion, which could be used to find suitable affiliates for the company. The 
most popular ones are 15 Days Cash, Google AdSense, ClickBank, 
COPEAC, Motive Interactive and Profitistic. (Brown, 2009) 
 
 

 
       Figure 8:  Strategic partnership (2020outlook.com, 2016) 
 

 
 
 

Strategic partnership is a formal alliance between two organizations, typi-
cally formalized by several business contracts, which form a legal affiliate 
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relationship between two parties. Strategic partnership should benefit both 
parthers and create a win-win situation in their collaboration. Online stra-
tegic partnership allows one party to get popularity or rating through the 
other one and vice versa. It is about sharing audience, risks and reputation 
in some way. This collaboration should be balanced for both sides. (Wi-
kipedia, 2016) 

 
 
 

2.5 Search Engine Optimization Process 

Search engine optimization is crucial for an effective digital marketing 
campaign. The first aspect to take into consideration, is starting an online 
optimization process using customer search behavior. This means under-
standing who is the main target group of the visitors, their habits and pref-
erences to be able to convert them into loyal customers. There are four 
main stages involved in the process of development of search engine op-
timization for a business. The first stage is setting measurable goals for the 
campaign, which will address both customers and business pain. After 
that, a marketer needs to prepare the keyword selection on enough high 
search volumes. To find out the relevant keywords combinations it would 
be helpful to take a look at Google trends, which also can show how 
search terms are trending and the difference among them in trending rate. 
Additionally, a marketing specialist can use SEMrush system to evaluate 
the company´s competitors, their target keywords and their estimated vol-
ume traffic.  (Wordstream.com, 2016) 
 
 
The second stage is on-page optimization, which represents affiliation of 
the chosen keywords into the on-page optimization of the company’s web. 
The second stage starts from analyzing the style and structure of the or-
ganization’s site such as existence of navigation bar, the menu links and 
simplicity of utilizing the website by visitors. Also, the marketer should 
make sure that the content of the company's site is relevant, unique, and 
up-to-date. The third stage is to optimize the technical mechanics of the 
page, by inserting necessary keywords into the URL. It is important to 
make sure that the URL is attractive and descriptive, so it would be easy 
for visitors of the website to identify and recognize the company’s website 
even before opening the link. Paying attention to the HTML of the site is 
also meaningful, especially at meta tags. They should not influence the 
page layout and also give general information about the page content, 
which is utilized by search engines to track the company’s web. The most 
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important meta tags are the title tag and description tag. (Word-
stream.com, 2016) 
 
Structured data markup is another technique to implement the optimiza-
tion of the website, which allows to improve search result accuracy, clari-
fy the look of appeared listing in SERPs, and embellish the attractiveness 
of displayed information. Moreover, there are several types of site-maps, 
which serve as a list of every page on a company’s site or a map of the 
website structure. Must use in the company website site-maps are HTML 
site map and XML site map, which represent texting and coding formats 
of the site’s content. The final element of off-page optimization is social 
sharing of the content through different social media networks. It is im-
portant to be active in sharing interesting content of the website on social 
networking sites to generate brand awareness of the company´s services or 
goods. The last stage of search engine optimization is analysis. The ana-
lyzing process needs to be implemented in the following positions: evalua-
tion of site’s position in SERPs rating, traffic score of the search volumes 
achieved and conversion of the speed and relevance of the company’s 
website search traffic. (Dodson, 2016) 
 
 

 
 

 
 
       Figure 9:  SEO Process (www.threeroutes.com, 2016) 
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3 RESEARCH 

 

The research part of this thesis includes analyzing the theory related to 
digital marketing tools and current situation of Ninja Stars company by 
consulting with internal reports of the company based on the results and 
interviews with co-founders concerning the current position of Ninja 
Stars comparing to its potential competitors. Moreover, this part provides 
necessary information to formulate digital marketing strategy for further 
recommendations for the company. The results of the survey are present-
ed to conclude analysis and to be able to give valuable reccomendations 
to Ninja Stars company. 

3.1 Current Situation Internal Analysis 

 

Ninja mails is aiming to change the business world by implementing an 
absolutely new form of professional communication. As it was men-
tioned before, Ninjamails provides a new easy-to-use communication 
tool, by virtue of this online platform it is possible to find any e-mail ad-
dress: decision-makers of corporations and companies, which could be 
potential clients or partners. Using this online platform allows business-
man all over the world use their time in the most efficient and the smart-
est way possible, which is crucial for any successful enterprise.  

Communication in the business world is strongly dependent on the use of 
email. How is it possible to contact someone if you do not know their 
email? Gaining new professional contacts is expensive, especially for 
startups and small and medium enterprise companies. By using Ninja 
mails the above-mentioned companies would have an economic and ef-
fective way to contact anyone only knowing the name/surname of the 
executive and the company he/she is working for.  

The main target customers of Ninja Stars are startups, SMEs, students 
who are looking for a job and want to get in contact with the HR deci-
sion maker directly, and, of course, big corporations and companies, 
which main priority are efficient time management and the speed of in-
ternal and external operations of the organization. Ninja mails is also 
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aiming towards people who are trying to get their resume to a company 
they want to work for, but they do not have email of the right person. All 
key categories of Ninja Stars are able to easily get what they want by us-
ing Ninja mail online system.  

A young audience is very important for Ninja Stars, since usually young 
people experience problems in finding their first job. For this reason, 
Ninjamails aims to focus its marketing efforts towards a younger audi-
ence. By reaching out to a younger market, the company is able to gain 
more prospective consumers and gain a loyal customer base. Our genera-
tion grew up with Google and continues to remain loyal to the big com-
pany, so the case company wants to build a relationship with this genera-
tion in order to make Ninjamail as common of a service as Google. In 
order to get the company’s name out in public, one of the main challeng-
es of Ninjamails right now is that it currenly exists only in Spain, but the 
company has great ambitions to extend their business throughout Europe 
and then the US; eventually reaching the rest of the world.  

Using Al, Big Data and their own algorithm Ninja is able to easily pre-
dict email addresses in the business world. Ninjamails’ revolutionary 
service has the potential to change how people do their day-to-day busi-
ness. As it was said by the CEO of the company Fausto “Google revolu-
tionized the Internet, and Ninjamails is revolutionizing the e-mail indus-
try.” 

The main distribution channel of Ninjamails (to reach startups) is con-
tacting accelerators and incubators. According to the previous experience 
of collaboration with Spanish accelerators and incubators, the huge inter-
est was noticed and these organizations can help to expand the popularity 
of Ninjamails among young professionals and startups. Ninja Stars also 
has a communication department focused mainly on social media, net-
working and event marketing, since nowadays they are the most power-
ful tools to reach huge amounts of people at the same time. Besides the 
above-mentioned distribution channels, Ninjamails uses its own online 
platform to reach target customers and potential investors.   

 The digital industry is quite large today, which makes it so that there are 
some potential competitors that will challenge Ninjamails. One of the 
biggest competitors Ninjamail has to face is a professional network site, 
LinkedIn Premium. LinkedIn allows users to post their resume and reach 
out to different prospective clients, employers, and employees. Fortu-
nately for Ninjamail, LinkedIn does not typically provide non-
professional e-mail addresses. Ninjamail’s database is able to predict an 
accurate e-mail address for people in high-to-low positions within a cor-
poration. Email finder sites are another competitor Ninjamail has to be 
able to face. Email finders tend to rely on third party sources and can on-
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ly function through the deep web. Email finders also do not update their 
sources quickly, whereas, Ninjamail is able to update their databases eas-
ily and quickly. 

 

 3.2 Development Assessment of Ninja Stars 

Ninja Stars startup company is in the process of an active development in 
all of its departments including legal, technical and marketing ones. As it 
was mentioned by the founder in the interview that the legal regulations of 
Ninja service complicate the process of business evolution for the compa-
ny, so first of all it is necessary to clarify all laws and legislations concern-
ing the legality of the company´s service to operate worldwide without 
any fees and notifications from the government about the illegal distribu-
tion of confidential information. There is also a lack of technical special-
ists in Ninja Stars to keep on track and to work effectively on daily objec-
tives. The company may look for interns with technical background to fill 
the gap in the technical team and also save the company budget, avoiding 
hiring full-time employees. Looking for more investors and business part-
ners from big companies is another task to accomplish before implement-
ing digital marketing strategy. When all above-mentioned issues are re-
solved, that is a time for execution of a digital marketing strategy offered 
by the author of the thesis. Digital marketing is crucial for a startup evolu-
tion, because it allows to build a new customer base, develop strong rela-
tionship with already existing clients and create the image of the brand ac-
cording to company´s objectives and aspirations. Since the main target au-
dience of Ninja Stars are recent graduates, digital marketing techniques 
are essential to use to attract new customers from this target group by effi-
cient and constant implementation of a digital marketing strategy. There is 
a great variety of new practices and techniques the Ninja Stars should use 
in its business operations for achieving successful outcomes, for instance 
e-mail marketing and social media integration. Developing of new market-
ing channels through affiliate marketing and strategic partnership is also 
an important part of the digital marketing campaign, since it is the most ef-
fective way to find more customers in the digital space. Both of these 
techniques combined with reputation management allow to build trustwor-
thy relationship between the company and the customers by adding up 
value to the image of the company in the eyes of the clients. Search engine 
optimization campaign is another effective technique discussed further in 
this chapter. This technique allows to achieve impressive results in popu-
larity rates in short term. Finally, there is a special strategy for recent 
graduates recommended to implement by thesis writer, which can help to 
attract the main target group of the company using different techniques 
which were developed during the research process of the thesis by analyz-
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ing the theory and comparing with the outcomes of the conducted survey 
and the interview with the founders. All above-mentioned findings are 
presented further in this chapter. 

 

 

3.3 SWOT Analysis of NinjaMails 

 

SWOT analysis is a great tool to analyze the current position of the com-
pany in the industry. The strenghts, weaknesses, opportnities and threats 
of Ninjamails company are presented in the precise analysis below. 

 

 

              Figure 10:  SWOT analysis (wikipedia.org, 2016) 

 

3.3.1  Strengths 

  

Since the co-founders of Ninja mails are three young professionals with 
business, engineering and law backgrounds, it will for sure benefit com-
pany by their fresh ideas and approach to business operations by combin-
ing their skills and working as a unite team towards future success of the 
company. The second strength of Ninja mails is the brand new and 
unique service. Using AI, Big Data & their own algorithm, Ninja is able 
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to predict email addresses in the corporate world. This revolutionary ser-
vice has the potential to change how people do their day-to-day business. 
Ninjamails has the ability to predict email addresses provided the full 
name and company name of the desired person. “Google revolutionized 
the Internet, and Ninja Stars is revolutionizing the email industry”. The 
third strength of the company is its international and creative team, 
which represents young members from different countries with interest-
ing and professional backgrounds. Ninja mails has Russian, American, 
Spanish, Italian representatives, each one has its unique skills and abili-
ties to offer to grow faster in the non-stop digital service business.  

The next strength is Ninjamails’ surprising interest growth from the side 
of influential investors, business incubators, and accelerators in Spain 
and abroad. Since at this moment the office of Ninja Stars is located in 
Madrid, their business partners are mainly native Spanish. Ability to 
learn and grow fast has been proven recently by radical increase in sales 
of Ninja mails product and collaboration with even more business incu-
bators in Chile and the US.  Ninja Stars company can offer its customers 
amazing and professional e-mail accounts and surprisingly relatively low 
cost for the service, which is always an attractive point for potential cus-
tomers, who would like to try a service at the very first time.  

Finally, the biggest strength of Ninjamails is its unique service, allowing 
students, young professionals, startups and SMEs make their day-to-day 
business life easier and more efficient by providing opportunity to be 
able to connect with anyone anywhere. 

 

3.3.2 Weaknesses 

The first weakness of Ninja Stars is the absence of a marketing strategy, 
which is in the process of development by company’s marketing depart-
ment. Since Ninjamails is a startup company there are always things 
which need to be done and time is the most expensive resource in these 
conditions. The second weakness of the start up is the presence of the 
company mostly in Spain, which makes it impossible to reach more po-
tential investors and customers abroad.  

As it was mentioned before, time is one of the biggest and most im-
portant assets for any startup, and it is for this reason that the Ninja team 
tries to do its best to overcome its current weaknesses as soon as possi-
ble. Lack of budget for a start up is a normal factor for a company’s ini-
tial stage of development. The company is developing its networks to 
reach both potential investors and customers. The main channel they are 
using to reach Startups is the Accelerators and Incubators one. They are 
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contacting all these companies based in Spain offering them to add the 
service of Ninja Stars company in their portfolio services for Startups. 
They seem to be very interested. The company also has a communication 
department focused on social media and networking, as nowadays it’s 
powerful for reaching users.  Besides the social media outreach, they are 
using their own tool, Ninjamails, to contact whatever company needs the 
Ninjamail email service. Another weakness to mention is the unclear 
profile of its target market at the moment. Ninja mails is on stage of in-
vestigating who would be potentially interested in its service. For now, 
the main target group of the Ninja Stars are students and young graduates 
who are looking for a job and want to contact HR decision-makers of 
any company and startups, SMEs, who are eager to get new professional 
contacts and save their time looking for e-mails of the key people of big 
companies and corporations. So, by trying out various profiles of target 
market representatives, the company could expand the group of potential 
customers in the nearest time and have a more accurate picture of their 
target market. 

 

 

3.3.3 Opportunities 

 

The biggest opportunity for Ninja Stars is its international growth. Since 
it has already been mentioned that the company has some interested in-
vestors in Chile and the US, there is a truly great potential for it to grow 
internationally at a quick pace. Currently the CEO and COO of the com-
pany are in Chile working on signing a contract with the influential busi-
ness incubator there, which means that company is constantly working 
on its internationalization process. Besides, by virtue of international 
team members of the company the databases of corporate e-mail ad-
dresses in Russia and other Russian-speaking countries and the US were 
collected, so when the company is developed enough, they are going to 
launch Ninja mails e-mail prediction service in these countries as well. 
German and French speakers of the company are currently preparing da-
tabases for German and French-speaking countries. All above-mentioned 
factors give a clear proof of internationalization ambitions of the compa-
ny which is combined with its hard work and creative approach by virtue 
of international mindset of the Ninja mails team. 

There is a great variety of business incubators and accelerators in the in-
ternational market. After consucting a precise research, Ninjamails team 
should be able to find out ways to get in touch with greater number of 
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investors to increase the speed of business development. Currently the 
company is working in this direction and has already achieved exciting 
results to work further with even more motivation. The next opportunity 
for Ninja Stars is the creation of a mobile application. Since the mobile 
world is of a great importance in the lives of people, it is the next step to 
get even more users; thus, making Ninjamails’ service more convenient 
for its potential users. Also, it is a great way to attract more young peo-
ple, who usually like this kind of apps. Expanding functional part of Nin-
jamails is a potential opportunity for the company, as well. The greater 
variety of offered services will expand the target market group of the 
company and the profitability of the business. Creating different offers 
and discounts for the Ninjamails customers is something what the com-
pany has already started to implement. It is extremely important on the 
initial phase of business development, so now Ninja Stars has various of-
fers both for the companies and private customers according to their 
characteristics and income (e.g. special offers for students, big corpora-
tions etc.). 

 

3.3.4 Threats 

 

The first threat for Ninjamails is that there are already plenty of competi-
tors in the market with similar service, e.g. Linkedln, e-mails finders etc. 
Nevertheless, the service which is provided by Ninja Stars is unique, 
making Ninjamails particularly attractive in the marketplace. The indus-
try of digital services is developing extremely fast nowadays, so there is 
always a risk that the company with advanced and similar service will 
enter the market. Ninjamails is constantly updating its system to keep on 
track the latest digital trends. The same applies to innovations in the in-
dustry, the company needs to adjust the functions of the service constant-
ly to meet the expectations of their potential customers. The next threat 
is that a new company will find out the algorithm of Ninjamails and will 
offer similar service to the customers. This threat does not depend on 
company´s team, all they can do is to improve Ninjamails service and to 
make their clients turn into loyal customers. 

 

3.4  Methods of Research 

There are different methods which can be used during the research pro-
cess, including observation, interview, survey and experimentation. Each 
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of these methods has its advantages and disadvantages, and depending on 
the case and the research question, should be used appropriately. Interview 
and survey methods were used during the research of this thesis. There are 
dif-ferent ways of carrying out survey during the research process: by 
postal service, telephone, personal group or individual survey and digital 
method. As a result, about 150 answers have been received; which is 
enough to be able to see the tendencies in responses and to see the overall 
picture of respondents’ opinions.  
 
Thinking of the general picture for precise research, the interview with 
founders of Ninja Mails was conducted as well. It was a short interview 
consisting of 9 questions. These questions mainly concerned the current 
situation of the company and its future plans. Also, one of the most signif-
icant question was about the most effective digital marketing tools to pro-
mote Ninja Mails on line and increase the number of users as soon as pos-
sible. As a main outcome of interview the founders have agreed that hav-
ing a digital marketing strategy is crucial for future success of Ninja 
Mails. 

 

3.4.1 Interviews Analysis 

 
During the research on the main thesis question, “How to increase the 
number of NinjaMails users by digital marketing tools”, it was obvious for 
the author that before conducting a survey, which was mainly oriented to-
wards students who are looking for a job, it would be reasonable to have 
an interview with the founders of the company. The questions and answers 
of the interview are presented in the appendix part of the thesis.  
 
The first question of the interview was concerning the current situation of 
the company and its mission. The founder of the company explained that 
the current objective of NinjaMails was to increase the awareness of po-
tential customers about the existence of the NinjaMails service and to 
convince potential clients to use the service. The current mission is to de-
velop a clear determination of a target market for the company and to be 
able to provide more accurate concepts of the service according to exact 
profiles of its customers. Moreover, the company is in the process of in-
ternationalization and has recently established a branch in Chile, so it is 
growing in both markets at the same time. The second question was about 
the biggest challenge of the company. As a founder of Ninjamails men-
tioned, the main challenge is a lack of budget for business development 
and the unclear division of tasks among team members due to big amounts 
of work in various areas of the NinjaMails operations. Also, examination 
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of the laws that apply to the business and the search for funding are chal-
lenges for Ninjamails, which currently require a lot of effort from compa-
ny´s team. According to founder´s answer, the recent achievement is new 
collaboration with new business partners such as famous Spanish compa-
nies Telefonica, BCD travel and IE Business School and the recent boost 
in sales. The plans for the future of the company are mainly conducting 
more cooperations with business incubators, accelerators, and the expan-
sion of Ninjamails’ business in Peru, contributing to the global partnership 
with Telefonica and raising a round of investment of one hundred euros 
and creating a stable team. The biggest future ambition of the company is 
to become one of the most influential e-mail service companies by creat-
ing a customer lead generator (CLG) with the incorporation of the profile 
of all impacts, so that the generation of leads increases more efficiently by 
the segments. There was an interesting answer concerning competition in 
the interview. The founder explained that the Ninja Stars’ competitors 
have chosen to create alliances like hiring Linkedln API to provide contact 
details that people have within the platform or buying third-party data-
bases such as the ones that airports have, when one needs to provide his e-
mail to use wifi. In the opinion of Ninjamails’ director Fausto Escrigas, to 
increase the number of Ninjamails users, the most effective way would be 
to use strategies of growth hacking like Ninja Stars’ biggest competitor 
Linkedln does on the level of digital marketing tools. Also, the company 
started working with AdWords to publicize the service, e. g. tools pay per 
click, so it brings new users by segments. The last question of the inter-
view was related to the SWOT analysis of Ninjamails, and according to 
the founder, the main strength of Ninjamails is its unique and innovative 
service ad technology and it is a marketing product itself, while the weak-
ness is its lack of resources and a lack of sufficient labor force in IT team. 
Also, they believe that the company’rs opportunity is worldwide expan-
sion and their potential threat includes the possibility of similar and inno-
vative services in the digital market. The potential threats of the company 
are difficulties with complex and sophisticated law regulations of the 
business. Additional comment was concerning updated info on revenue of 
the company. The company has reached 22,000 euros in six months and 
has a plan of projects before the end of the year in the amount of 30,000 
euros. 
 
As an outcome of the interview with founders of the company it is logical 
to make a conclusion that the main objective for now is to increase the 
popularity of Ninjamails service and by this increase the number of new 
customers. There are lots of big ambitions in the spirit of the company´s 
mindset and that is why the team of the company is ready to face chal-
lenges and fight for its future success as a revolutionized phenomenon of 
e-mail industry. 
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3.4.2 Survey Discussion 

 
 

This section is focused on discussion of the thesis survey, which was car-
ried out to find out the best possible digital marketing strategy for Nin-
jamails. The survey was oriented on last year students, who are about to 
graduate and are feeling confused about the ways to find their first job. By 
virtue of the conducted survey the most important information for research 
was collected and the results are presented further.   
 
About 150 responses have been collected during survey research, from 
them 56 percent being male and 44 being female respondents. The great 
majority of people are last year students or graduates, 46 percent of them 
are unemployed.  70 percent of respondents believe that direct contact 
with the decision-makers of the company is the most effective option to 
apply for a job position. Half of the people who answered the survey 
somewhat agree with the statement that using online platforms like 
Linkedln in a job search is a must-do for successful outcomes. 82 percent 
of people agree it is important to minimize waste of time on the job-
seeking process.  More than a half of the respondents has considered being 
able to contact a decision-maker of any company via online prediction 
platform. 
 
 Moreover, almost everyone thinks that they can benefit from using online 
e-mail prediction systems to find a job. The most popular answers for the 
question “What stops you from using an effective e-mail prediction plat-
form to contact any decision-maker?” were “I have never heard of any 
online platform like this” and “I would like to try it.” The price of the ser-
vice is important for more than half of responding students. 45 percent of 
students would pay 3-8 euros for 30 e-mails and only 16 of respondents 
would pay more than 8 euros per month for unlimited trial. 
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                     Figure 11: Ninjamails in action (ninjamails.com, 2016) 

 
 
 
 
 
The majority of people has agreed that this service is useful mainly for 
students and graduates who are looking for a job. In the opinion of the re-
spondents, the most trustworthy resource to get information about current 
digital trends from are digital professional resources, specific literature 
and various social networks such as Facebook, Twitter etc. Finally, before 
using the service of an unknown company, the respondents pay the most 
attention on opinions and references on company´s service and companies 
website. The least percentage of respondents pays most attention at strate-
gic partnerships with the companies, which are already familiar to re-
sponding students.  
 
 
According to the survey results, which are presented above, it is logical to 
draw the conclusion that the majority of students of the last years and re-
cent graduates are potentially interested in the service Ninja Mails is 
providing. First of all, since over 70 percent of respondents believe the di-
rect contact with the decision-makers of the company is the most effective 
option while applying for a job, because it can save time and enable ex-
press oneself better without various standard forms of applications. The 
second reason, which allows to acknowledge the respondents’ interest is 
that most of them agree that time is important in job-seeking and they are 
ready to use on line platforms which could connect them directly with de-
cision-makers of any company. Another important thing, to pay attention 
to, is that about half of respondents do not use platform because they have 
never heard of it, otherwise, they would like to try it. It means that there is 
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a tremendous interest from the side of respondents towards the Ninja 
Mails service, the problem is, that there is no awareness about the availa-
bility of the service in the market. 
 

 

 

                      Figure 12: Survey Process (groves.com, 2009) 

 

 

 

The price is also an important issue here, since the majority of respond-
ents can only afford to pay for a service less than 3 euros per month.  

To conclude, people understand that direct communication with deci-
sion-makers is essential to get a job and do not want to spend too much 
time on it. Everyone agrees time is money, and something what could 
save the time is rational. The issue for the company is that the majority 
of people are not familiar with the service, so it is impossible for them to 
start using it. The main task is to reach attention of lots of people and at-
tract them by using various techniques and offers to try a Ninja mails 
service and then realize all the benefits it can bring. 

 

3.5 NinjaMails Competition Analysis 

 
Analysis of the situation of competitors is very important for business op-
erations of any company. There is lots of information to learn from, espe-
cially on the initial stage of development, which can be found in the pro-
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cess of scanning competitive companies. In this section the advantages 
and disadvantages of main competitors of NinjaMails are discussed.  
 
 
 

 
                                 Figure 13: Linkedln Power (linkedln.com, 2016) 
      
 
 
 The main competitor of NinjaMails is Linkedln, which is a business-
oriented social networking system, established in 2002 in the United 
States. Their service is available in 24 languages all over the world and 
currently has more than 500 millions of accounts. Linkedln has a great 
range of functions for its users such as obtaining introductions to the con-
nections of connections, options to look for and apply for job offers, fol-
lowing different companies and business professionals, among other func-
tions. Premium users have additional functions, for instance, to contact  
 
any professional without limit etc. Linkedln also has application platforms 
which provide access for external services to display some information 
about user at the page e.g. recommendations on books, networks etc. 
Moreover, there is a mobile version available in free access for users of 
both iPhone and Android mobile phones. Linkedln supports the formation 
of interest groups, most of them business and employment related. Job 
listings and online recruiting are also available for free use. Job recruiters 
and decision-makers of the company are active users of the service who 
utilize it to find potential candidates for their job offers. Linkedln also al-
lows to see the skills of users and endorse other network members to add 
some skills. In 2012 the company has launched the Linkedln influencers 
platform and it is becoming wider and wider, the most famous members of 
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this platform are Richard Brendson, Bill Gates, Jack Welch and others. 
Advertising and for pay research is in the process of development right 
now. The head of the company wants to launch all new service which will 
give opportunity to do a professional research in the business-to-business 
mode. The pricing policy at Linkedln varies according to particular plan, 
in general it is 24 $ per month for job-seeker mode.  
 
Taking into consideration all above-mentioned, there are lots of ad-
vantages of LinkedIn to mention such as familiar service, lots of business 
and professional related functions, relatively low prices and a proven effi-
ciency. In its turn, NinjaMails do not have a great variety of functions as 
Linkedln for now. The startup focuses on one and only function to connect 
people with decision-makers without Premium accounts and for a lower 
price. NinjaMails is very simple service to use, which makes it so easy and 
functional. There is more specific set of functions in NinjaMails, rather 
than in Linkedln, but the results are more accurate as well.  
Another competitor of Ninja Stars company is Viadeo, which is a profes-
sional social network, has about 65 million members and is available in 
different languages including English, French, German, Italian, Portu-
guese, Spanish and Russian. The company was found in May 2014, by 
two French university graduates and has grown really fast since then. It is 
the main competitor of Linkedln. Viadeo has partnerships with Google 
OpenSocial, IBM Lotus Notes and Microsoft Outlook Connector. The 
company´s headquarter is located in Paris and there several offices in Ma-
drid, Barcelona, London, Milan, Mexico City, San Francisco and others.  
 

 

                            Figure 14: Linkedln, Viadeo & Xing (Linkedln.com, 2016) 
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Comparing two main competitors of Ninja Stars, each of them has its 
advantages and disadvantages, which the case company can use further 
to develop its own strategy of business operations in different fields. Vi-
adeo has a really strong base in France with over 5.5 million members, 
but it has notably weak rates in the USA. Also, Viadeo has way more 
premium users than Linkedln. It was notices that users spend much more 
time on Linkedln than people do on Viadeo, connecting this with higher 
effectively of Linkedln groups comparing to the hubs on Viadeo. The 
main way for Viadeo to grow was mainly through acquisition in different 
countries, purchasing the local business network and adapting its busi-
ness operations according to the characteristics of each country and its 
culture in particular. That is why Viadeo attracts new members among 
salespeople and middle managers. On the other hand, Linkedln has the 
same approach to their customers all over the world, so among their 
members, people with both middle and high manager position profiles 
can be found.  

The last competitor to mention is Xing, a career-oriented social network-
ing site that enables creating a small world network for professionals all 
over the world. The company was founded in August 2003 by Lars Hin-
richs in Hamburg, Germany. It is available in about 200 countries in dif-
ferent languages. This online platform has to offer profiles, groups, fo-
rums and event coordination. There are two options of user features in 
the platform, which are a free basic membership and a premium one with 
additional features such as searching for people with specific qualifica-
tions and sending a message to unconnected users. Also, Xing provides 
its premium members with a very easy access to e-mail addresses of any 
of their members. The company also has its own Ambassador program 
for particular regions or cities around the world. The Xing Ambassador 
program holds different events to promote social networking as a new 
business tool and also connect its members to discuss different ideas and 
get to know each other better. It is also a competitor of European Viadeo 
and American platform Linkedln. Xing platform also serves as the infra-
structure for famous corporate groups such as IBM, Accentuate and oth-
ers. Mostly it s famous in Germany and German-speaking regions in-
cluding Austria and Switzerland. 

According to the features of business development of Ninja Stars’ com-
petitors, the case startup company needs to precisely analyze competi-
tors’ strategies and try to adopt some of them to reach improvement ad 
gain more competitors. Further in the Recommendation part the author 
presents some competitors’ techniques with Ninja Stars could use to in-
crease the number of users among recent graduates. 
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4 RECOMMEDATIONS  

 

The recommendations part of the thesis includes author’s suggestions 
based on the research, precise analysis of collected data and thesis conclu-
sions. The objectives of the recommendation part are to help Ninja Stars 
company develop its future business operations in the most efficient man-
ner and increase the number of Ninjamails users among recent university 
graduates by virtue of digital marketing tools. 

 

4.1 New practices and Methods for Future Implementation 

Taking into consideration analysis of Theory and Research parts of the 
thesis the author proposes to apply new digital marketing practices and 
methods, which would be potent to increase the numbers of users among 
recent university graduates.  E-mail marketing is an essential online mar-
keting tool to deliver relevant content to the potential customers and being 
able to engage with them, achieving quick results. It is also totally effec-
tive in terms of small and startup businesses like Ninja Stars. It is advisa-
ble to try out e-mail marketing in the operations of the commissioning 
company, adopting testing, personalization, design and planning tools to 
achieve the best results in attracting new customers from recent graduates’ 
base. There is another advantage for Ninja Stars to practice this method in 
their business and it is their own e-mail base, which could be used by 
segmenting to reach more people, potentially interested in the company’s 
service.  

 
Besides e-mail marketing, practices of social media and consumer en-
gagement are suggested to include into marketing operations of the com-
pany. The main reasons for that are high activity of young people on social 
media, so it makes it an extremely efficient channel to reach the main tar-
get market of Ninja Stars.  Social networks such as Facebook, Vk, Twitter, 
Instagram and others should be used on a daily basis in Ninja Stars opera-
tions to interact with their customers and keep them updated about com-
pany’s news and everyday work.  Also, using service of online influencers 
would be highly recommended for Ninja Stars, since it is effective in 
short-term and for initial phase of the business. There are lots of online in-
fluencers for each business sector to choose from and many youngsters are 
following them on social media sites, so there is a high potential that they 
will pay attention on posts of online influencers who have their trust and 
who are creating new trends for public audience. Blogging also would fit 
into new implemented methods for Ninja Stars. The startup company has 
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lots of work and has updates almost every day, making a blog or vlog 
would potentially increase the attention to the company and its internal 
operations. Personal information always grabs attention of the audience, 
that is why making a blog/vlog personal would be truly appreciated by vis-
itors and there is a possibility they will start using a service as well.    

 
 Online Public Relations also would be a good addition to new practices of 
Ninja Stars, especially through daily blogging and writing useful articles 
for potential clients. Articles could be not only about company's service, 
but also about related fields such as digital business, ways to find a job us-
ing the Internet, finding business partners and others which would poten-
tially attract new customers from the target market base of Ninja Stars. 
Nowadays, Internet is a powerful tool in the digital industry, so the case 
company should use all possible options to reach its professional objec-
tives.  

 
It would be recommended to utilize some aspects of Reputation Manage-
ment in business operations of Ninja Stars. It allows to be able to control 
people's opinions online and influence them in the positive way for a busi-
ness. It is really important to encourage Ninjamails customers to write 
feedback after using a service, so the rest of people could see the infor-
mation about the efficiency of the service and general opinions. There is 
also option to use Google service to track opinions of the customers and 
being able to update and improve already functioning service to provide 
better working outcomes.  

 
 

4.2 Development Strategy for Marketing Channels  

 
 

The author of the thesis recommends to the case company developing 
new marketing channels via Affiliate marketing and strategic partner-
ships.  Ninja Stars can find a few affiliates which are able to push the 
traffic out to brand sites in return for commissions. There are big compa-
nies specializing in digital traffic and individual affiliates in the market. 
It would advisable from the beginning to find a professional and trust-
worthy affiliate which is not very expensive for a company to get posi-
tive results of cooperation. Ninja Stars could also find some of them on 
web sites such as Click Bank or AdSense.  
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Strategic partnership is highly recommended for Ninja Stars as well, es-
pecially in current initial phase when the company is unknown for large 
groups of people. Ninja Stars has already started its cooperation win big 
Spanish corporations such as Telefonica and IE Business School, but 
there are still lots of companies out there to contact to create a win-win 
cooperation between two parties. Companies which are focused on coop-
erations, mobile and online industries most probably would be interested 
to integrate Ninja Stars service in their daily operations on commission 
base in the beginning and then with full mutual commitment.  

 

The main target market of Ninjamails’ company is young people aspiring 
to get their name in the business world. Company staff believes it is 
smart to target specifically young adults because the youth is the future. 
If Ninja Mails is capable of being successful among this audience, it has 
the potential to continue growing popularity with younger generations in 
the future. Company is planning to target high school students, college 
students and grad students. They will try to partner with universities 
where the target market is most prevalent. Strategic partnership with 
university would increase the client base among young people from re-
cent graduates and of course the company can provide some special of-
fers for them to encourage them even more to try its brand new service. 

 In addition, the company team should attend college career fairs to build 
a network and connect with students. Ninjamails team should also try to 
attain young ambassadors to help promote the startup. Ninja Stars can of-
fer their ambassadors incentives for all the referrals they give out. Lastly, 
doing some sort of social media promotion on company recent coopera-
tion would be essential for future successes of Ninja Stars. For example, 
the company could have its own ambassadors comment on other peoples 
Instagram photos or tweets something about the company.   

 

Development of marketing channels could be combined with effective 
digital marketing components such as content sponsorship, viral market-
ing, mobile marketing and e-couponing. Sponsoring a particular section 
of a website which is frequently visited by a main target group of Ninja 
Stars, would attract more new clients, because the service of the case 
company would become more visible for them. It could be a section for 
business development, personal professional growth, etc. Viral market-
ing, in its turn, would help to take control over online word of mouth, 
making it possible for a company to create desirable image for their po-
tential customers. It is especially important applying to start up business, 
when the company is lacking popularity and constant client base. That is 
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a time to build reputation and make the name of a brand sound different-
ly but always professionally. Mobile marketing is another technique Nin-
ja Stars could apply to develop new marketing channel and be widely 
oriented on various group of people. Every person from all age groups is 
a user of mobile phone, so it is a proved way to guarantee reaching fu-
ture customers. Using mobile marketing professionally avoiding spam 
and delivering a marketing message in a friendly and competent manner 
would encourage people to check out the promoted service.  E-
couponing can encourage users to continue using Ninja Stars service af-
ter the first time. According to the results of the survey, people would re-
ally appreciate some offers and coupons for the second and further use of 
the service by becoming Ninja Stars’ loyal clients. To be a company 
people care about, the company should start to care about their loyal cli-
ents. To be sure that the chosen marketing techniques are efficient, it is 
recommendable for the company to make regular evaluation of effec-
tiveness using online ad metrics tools and after that make a revision and 
to make sure only effective business techniques remain in the company’s 
business operations.  

 

4.3 Search Engine Optimization Campaign  

 

Search engine optimization campaign is a crucial tool to increase online 
visibility of Ninja Stars and attract more customers. Firstly, the company 
should set measurable goals for the campaign, prepare a key word selec-
tion on high enough search volumes, taking into consideration example 
of Google combinations and trends, then use SEMrush system to evalu-
ate company´s competition. The next stage to implement is on-page op-
timization, in other words affiliation of the chosen keywords into on-
page optimization of the technical mechanics of the page by inserting 
necessary keywords into the company´s URL. Also, Ninja Stars need to 
pay attention on their HTML address to make it short and memorable. 
Structured data markup will help to improve search result accuracy, clar-
ifying the look of appeared listing in SERPs.  

As it was mentioned earlier, the company has already started using 
Google AdWords in their operations, and by now it has a positive effect 
on economic profit of the company. The author of the thesis believes 
combining both Google AdWords and Search engine optimization can be 
very effective for actual stage of the business. In the case of Ninja Stars 
company should use pay-per-click advertising method, since the compa-
ny first needs to expand their customer base and using this Google Ad-
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Words method, the company pays only for real clicks and visits, which is 
quite economic option for the startup’s budget.  

 

4.4 Digital Marketing Strategy for Recent Graduates 

 
The research question of the thesis is “What are the ways to increase the 
numbers of Ninja Stars users among recent graduates by digital marketing 
tools?”. Above-mentioned techniques and practices are effective for the 
case company to implement to be able to attract new customers from any 
of their target market group. Group of recent graduates is a specific target 
market and this thesis is at first place focused to find out the ways to at-
tract particularly this group of customers. For instance, the company could 
implement strategic alliance with other companies. This could be very 
beneficial for NinjaMails, because it would mean an easier access to their 
target market, gaining new knowledge, and achieving an increase in effi-
ciency. By paring up with another company, Ninjamails has the potential 
to exchange clients and expand their target market as well. For example, 
they could try to obtain an alliance with similar companies like Linkedln, 
Glassdoor and Internships.com, among others. Since lots of recent gradu-
ates are already users of these companies it would be easier for Ninja Stars 
to attract them to their service as well. 
    
The e-mail service of Ninjamails could be integrated to Linkedln or 
Glassdoor functioning options and many people would have had oppor-
tunity to start using Ninja Stars service.  
 
The next step towards success for Ninja Stars is creation of a mobile ap-
plication. Since the mobile world has a crucial importance in the lives of 
people, it is the next step to get even more users; thus making Ninjamails 
service more convenient for its potential users. Also, it is a great way to at-
tract more young people, which usually like this kind of applications. The 
app should be in a free access in Apple Store and devices for Android, so 
the potential customers can have full access to the program and its down-
loading. Also, important to make sure the application is free of charge, be-
cause otherwise people doubtable will dare to try on an unknown service. 
Ninjamails app should have an attractive and simple-to-use design, which 
make it affordable for people of all ages. Also, the company could organ-
ize some specific promotions for new users, for instance “Invite five 
friends and get ten Ninjamails for free” or “Post about Ninja Stars in any 
social media web sites and get a gift from Ninjamails”.  Ninja Stars should 
use all these online promotion techniques to encourage their customers to 
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share their Ninja experience with their friends and by this promoting Nin-
jamails service. 
 
According to contacted survey the price of the Ninjamails service is too 
high in opinion of respondents among recent graduates and students of the 
last year. The solution would be to start with a free-of-charge trial, as 
some competitors currently offer, while slowly adding up some fee when 
the customer is familiar with the service and its benefits. Many responding 
students find the information about digital marketing trends from specific 
literature and social network sites, that could be a reason for a company to 
use these channels to increase the popularity of the service. Also, would be 
useful to pay attention at forums and websites with opinions and refer-
ences on company´s service, since it was the most popular answer among 
respondents concerning “places to check before using a new service”. 
People first want to know the experience of previous users, so it is highly 
recommended for Ninja Stars to work on their reputation online and make 
sure the feedback of the customers is positive and if not work to improve 
the external image of the company online.  
 
Another idea which would be efficient to implement for growth of users is 
to create additional functions of Ninjamails service for both recruiters and 
applicants. The recruiters would get free trials to respond the e-mails of 
graduates and applicants in its turn would have access to data base of 
companies by various filters like region, field, size of the company etc, so 
both of the parties could use Ninjamails service efficiently for their partic-
ular purposes. This new function would definitely improve the perception 
of students who are looking for a job, making Ninjamails service more 
specific and relevant in relation to job search and possible fast and positive 
outcomes. Recruiters also would have had another platform to use in the 
process of headhunting, so the chances for them to try Ninjamails service 
increase significantly. There is already this function exists in Linkedln, but 
the advantage of Ninja Stars service would be direct contact via e-mail 
with decision-makers of the company, while the competitor does no offer 
this possibility on the page of any company from the list. Of course, 
Linkedln has premium accounts, but it is way more expensive than Ninja 
Stars’ service. 
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       Figure 16:  List of companies in Linkedln (Linkedln.com, 2016) 

 

 

 

To attract more graduates to use Ninjamails service in their internship or 
work placement search the company need to come up with various offers 
and promotions which would be potentially attractive for new young us-
ers. It could be not only free trials, but also different competitions and 
encouragements, so the graduates will be enthusiastic to try a service at 
least for the first time. Competition for the best CV or the most popular 
applicant which has the greatest number of recruiters’ positive answers 
and invitations for the personal interview etc. The gifts for winners may-
be Ninjamails service related or not, it could be tickets to the online 
business conferences or recruitment fairs or even discounts for online 
language courses. The students for sure will appreciate this and there is a 
huge probability they will want to try the Ninjamails service and advice 
it to their friends. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

 

The following chapter of this thesis is the final one, where the main con-
clusions based on overall thesis findings are presented.  

The thesis was conducted for the Spanish startup company Ninja Stars. 
As a result, the research objectives for the thesis were implemented, 
which are studying digital marketing theory, analysis of current situation 
of the company and evaluation of the main problems and challenges to-
wards company´s objectives and finally formulating valuable recom-
mendations for Ninja Stars and answering the research question. The re-
search questions of this thesis is “What are the ways to increase the 
number of Ninja Stars users among recent university graduates by digital 
marketing tools?”.  The research methods the author used to answer the 
research question were interview with the CEO of the case company and 
survey for recent university graduates.  

Consequently, the answer for the research question was represented in 
the following recommendations which were formulated based on theoret-
ical and research parts of this thesis: 

 

 

1. After precise assessment of the company's current situation there is a 
need to adopt new digital marketing related practices and methods in 
their business operations such as e-mail marketing, social media and 
consumer engagement. It is the most effective way to increase the 
quality of consumer relations and to create new channels for en-
gagement with Ninja Stars' potential clients. 

2. Next suggestion is to develop new marketing channels via affiliate 
marketing and strategic partnership. New marketing channels are the 
key to new customers. Conducting affiliate marketing operations 
could help the case company to reach more people and promote Nin-
jamails service to them. Strategic partnerships are widely used by 
Ninja Stars competitors such as Linkedln and Viadeo and the results 
of these types of cooperation are impressive in terms of fast enlarge-
ment of the users’ base. That is why Ninja Stars should try to cooper-
ate in strategic partnership with another company, which has already 
got its wide group of customers. 
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3. Further, the author recommends to conduct Search Engine Optimiza-
tion and Google AdWords campaigns, since nowadays implementing 
of those is a must for all digital marketing strategies especially in 
terms of the first stage of company’s development. It allows quickly 
and efficiently increase the number of service users and pay for this 
affordable for startup price. 

4. Finally, the main recommendation is to adopt special digital market-
ing strategy for the recent university graduates which is presented in 
part of the recommendations of this thesis. 

All above-mentioned digital marketing strategies can help Ninja Stars 
company to grow efficiently and reach some of their main business ob-
jectives. 
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Appendix 1 
 
INTERVIEW: 

 
Abbreviations further:  
A – Alina Kolmakova (the author of this thesis) 
F – Fausto Escrigas (Founder of Ninjamails, the case organization) 
 
Interview questions: 

           
1. A: Comments on the current situation of NinjaMails (main objectives, current 

mission)  
2. What are the main challenges at the moment? 
3. Recent achievements?  
4. What are plans for the future? 
5. What is the biggest ambition for Ninja in the future? 
6. What is the current position of Ninjamails towards its competitors? 
7. What do you think would be the best way to increase the number of Ninjamails 

customers by digital marketing tools? 
8. What are he main strenghts, weaknesses opportunities and threats of the compa-

ny, in your opinon? 
 
 
Answers: 

 
 
 

1. F: At this moment NinjaMails is on the stage of intensive development and 
working on increasing the popularity of our service among potential customers 
in Spain and abroad. Current mission is to determinate the target market of our 
service and main objectives are to increase awareness among people and by this 
increase profitability of the company.  

2. The main challenge at this moment is lack of budget and coordination of task 
division among team of the company. 

3. We have started to work with business incubator in Chile and gained about 3000 
new customers of NinjaMails service. 

4. Plans for the future are continue developing relationship with business incuba-
tors and expand our business abroad, starting with Spanish-speaking countries.  

5. The biggest ambition for us is to become one of the most important e-mail ser-
vices online and, of course, completely revolutionalize modern e-mail system. 

6. There are no competotors with exactly the same business model and service in 
the market. Online services like Linkdln and e-mail finders have different pur-
poses of functioning and, there is no doubt, this types of services are already fa-
miliar for customers, so NinjaMails is only in the beginning of its developing 
jorney towards popularity and success. 

7. The best way to increase the number of users of our service would be to get fa-
miliar with NinjaMails as much people as possible. 

8. The main strentgh is unique service, weakness is lack of budget, opportunity - 
future worldwide expansion and threat - possibility of similar and innovaive ser-
vice in the market. 

 


